
“¿WHERE is MYSELF?”

If Memento took place in the land of Fargo. 
by Joshua Rees Hopkins



the severe traumatic brain injury and consequent amnesia 
sustained by Northern-Minnesota whitetrash drug dealer 

DASH BLACKDUCK COOPER.

Told in two interwoven narratives: 

&
AFTERBEFORE  



Life is a summation of 
decisions and actions. 
Causality. 

“¿Where is Myself?” is a serialized 
dramedy cutting into that complex, 
bittersweet shading present in every 
human experience.  



MS.COOPER The only thing “good” about her 
is her tater tot hotdish. 



Secret Dolly Parton fanatic.

UNCLE WALDO COOPER



THELMA COOPER BRELMA COOPER
VELMA COOPER

The one holding 
all the cards. 

When the hot sister 
is the psycho sister 
(which is usually…)

The only yellow in a 
family of black sheep. 



LE PHARMACIEN MAGIQUE
      (GAUGE DAUPHIN)

CHASE DAUPHIN
THE RIVAL FRENCH 
-CANADIAN CARTEL: 

LES CANARDS 
À MOITIÉ

(The Half-Ducks)



&
AFTERBEFORE  

the severe traumatic brain injury and consequent amnesia 
sustained by Northern-Minnesota whitetrash drug dealer 

DASH BLACKDUCK COOPER.



Ms. Cooper develops rapid-progressing amyotrophic 
lateral sclerosis (ALS or Lou Gehrig’s Disease). 

Also now penniless from Dash’s betrayal, finding                   
The Big Doozy is Ms. Cooper’s only way to pay for essential 
treatment to prolong her life for as long as possible. 



Uncle Waldo estranges himself from the rest of the Cooper 
Family to fulfill his true desire for personal fulfillment: 

Find The Big Doozy to fund extensive gender-affirming 
surgery to become a woman named Jolene, the person he’s 
always known herself to be.

Aunt Jolene



THELMA: Has been a 
FBI agent dismantling 
the entire Minnesota- 
Canadian drug economy 
from within all along. 

BRELMA: Has secretly fallen in love with 
Chase Dauphin, gotten pregnant, and 
become a double agent for Les Canards.  

VELMA: Sets out to build a 
new family, by releasing 
trauma of her former one.   



Le Pharmacien was murdered by Dash before 
his suicide attempt… 

And Chase Dauphin narrowly survives being set on fire by 
Dash in the before. As the new leader of Les Canards 
Chase’s anger and revenge are hell-bent on one thing: 
Destroy everything about Dash the Blackduck. 

Not before 
revealing...



SEASON 2  
       [and beyond]

A MINNESOTA STORY, 
TAKING PLACE IN THE 
LAND OF INCENTIVES



THANKS! ~ 

Joshua Rees Hopkins


